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Abstract

Cyclic behaviour of soil has stimulated researchers for several decades to develop constitutive models that will be able to make accurate predictions of soil behaviour and at the same time they will be simple to use. Constitutive models are considered to be more valid compared to empirical models, because they comprise by equations that have actual physical meaning. Bounding surface plasticity theory is widely used by researchers and one of the most well-known models is SANISAND, established by Dafalias and Manzari (2004), which is the base for the model presented in this work.

The development of offshore industry during last years, have created the need for models that will be able to simulate soil behaviour under high-cyclic loading, since models like SANISAND were not able to capture the actual number of cycles until liquefaction. This can be done with the incorporation of an additional surface in multi-axial space; the memory surface, which keeps track of the stress history of soil, following the work of Corti (2016).

In this thesis the validation of a new, multiple-surface model, that combines the aforementioned theories, was done. This was achieved by using the data base of Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis (2016), who conducted extensive laboratory testing for sand. This database includes monotonic and cyclic tests for sand under a variety of loading conditions and relative densities. Furthermore, this model was used in order to produce cyclic contour diagrams. These diagrams are practical tools that are often used in practice from offshore foundation designers and they can be constructed using a collection of undrained cyclic tests, either triaxial or DSS.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
Climate change, as well as higher energy demand, have caused a shift to renewable sources of energy, such as solar or wind. It is especially interesting that during the last 15 years offshore wind farms are developed increasingly, as it can be seen in Figure 1.1, since they have been proved more efficient than the corresponding onshore.

Figure 1.1: Increase of offshore wind capacity during 1993-2015 in Europe.

Further development of offshore wind farms will be ensured with economic design of their foundation, without compromising overall structural integrity. This of course, means that deeper understanding of soil response, especially under cyclic loading, is required. Repeated loading generates excess pore pressure (in partially drained or undrained situations), reduces effective stress and causes accumulation of stresses and/or strains, depending on the boundary conditions (Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis, 2012).

Cyclic soil response has drawn the attention of researchers already from the middle of 20th century, due to failures induced by earthquakes. However, the empirical and constitutive models that have been developed often do not have satisfactory performance under cyclic loading, let alone under high-cyclic loading, which is of special interest for offshore structures. This is due to the significant higher number of cycles from either wave or wind loading. For example, an offshore wind turbine with a lifetime of 25 years has to undergo $10^8$ loading cycles (Airey and Fahey, 1991).

A new constitutive model is currently being developed in TU Delft by Liu et al. (2018) for sand. The current thesis validated this model for undrained cyclic conditions, i.e. when water cannot escape pores of soil, and hence there is no
volumetric deformation due to the low compressibility of water. This situation is often encountered in offshore environment, even if usually drainage conditions in sand are considered drained due to its low permeability. Also, in this thesis some empirical models, as well as Sanisand (the model developed by Manzari and Dafalias, in 1997 & 2004, that was basis of the new model), are presented along with their performance.

A problem encountered in practice from foundation designers of offshore structures is that often there is lack of enough available data for a site in the stage of preliminary design. Contour diagram framework offers a chance for designers to conduct feasibility studies with a limited number of site-specific tests (Andersen, 2015). Cyclic contour diagrams can either refer to permanent pore pressure or shear strain that are developed for given cyclic and average shear stresses after certain number of cycles. They are constructed by triaxial and DSS (Direct Simple Shear) test results and each point represents a unique state of a single test. The points with similar level of pore pressure or shear strain are connected. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.2. Thus, it can be concluded that it would be extremely useful if a constitutive model combined with a limited number of experimental tests could produce these diagrams and this thesis proved that the new model is capable of doing that.

![Figure 1.2: Example of constructing a contour diagram for clay (DSS tests)](image-url)
1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

- Is the new model capable of reproducing the real behaviour of sand under undrained cyclic loading?
- Is the model capable of producing reliable cyclic contour diagrams?

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

The thesis is composed by five chapters.

Chapter 2 presents the behaviour of sand under undrained cyclic conditions, as well as explanation of the concept of cyclic contour diagrams. Also, there is a review of relevant models, both empirical and constitutive.

Chapter 3 provides the performance of older empirical and constitutive models, in order to illustrate their limitations and justify the reason of the current research.

Chapter 4 gives the mathematical formulation of the model that was validated in this thesis. In addition, the calibration strategy of the model parameters is given.

Chapter 5 presents the performance of the new model for monotonic and cyclic loading under undrained conditions. The cyclic contour diagrams constructed with this model are also given.

In chapter 6 the main conclusions are provided and some recommendations for future research, as well.

Finally, in the Appendix all results for monotonic and cyclic tests that were produced are given.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents a review of the theory and previous research which are relevant to this thesis. At first, the behaviour of sand under undrained cyclic conditions is described, as well as the concept of cyclic contour diagrams. Furthermore, relevant empirical and constitutive models to this thesis are presented.

2.1 UNDRAINED RESPONSE OF SAND

2.1.1 Cyclic behaviour of sand

Undrained conditions occur when the rate of loading is significantly higher than the rate of water drainage. Usually, they are expected in fine soils, but sand can also be susceptible to such conditions, as for example during an earthquake or wave loading (Randolph and Gouvernec, 2011). In the case of undrained loading the volumetric changes in the soil are prevented due to the low compressibility of water. As a result, excess pore pressures will be generated and effective stresses will decrease. This process can lead to liquefaction phenomena in the soil.

Liquefaction is divided into two main categories, according to Kramer (1996); flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility. Flow liquefaction occurs when soil loses its strength and flows like a liquid until the acting shear strength becomes as low as the available strength (Sladen et al., 1985). It is observed that loose samples show this type of failure. In Figure 2.1 an example of liquefaction is given. This figure refers to a triaxial test on loose sand. It can be observed that when mean effective stress (p) shows a sudden decrease, large strains are developed.

![Figure 2.1: Karlsruhe fine sand response from Wichmann and Triantafyllidis (2016); Testing conditions: Isotropic, e₀=0.956, p₀=200 kPa and q\textsuperscript{ampl}/p₀=0.15.](image-url)
Cyclic mobility on the other hand is the phenomenon when a specimen of saturated sand progressively softens under cyclic loading and after monotonic loading without drainage it stiffens. This occurs because soil tends to dilate and consequently effective stresses increase (Rauch, 1997). In this case development of large shear strains is prevented (Towhata, 2008). Another characteristic of cyclic mobility, as it can be observed from the experimental results of Wichmann and Triantafyllidis (2016) in Figure 2.2, is that after initial liquefaction (p=0 for the first time) there is strain development without mobilization of shear resistance (q≈0). Also, the characteristic butterfly shape in p-q figure is detected. This type of failure is typical for dense or medium dense sand samples.

![Figure 2.2: Karlsruhe fine sand response from Wichmann and Triantafyllidis (2016); Testing conditions: Isotropic, eo=0.800, p0=200 kPa and q^amp;/p0=0.30.](image)

As stated in Ishihara et al. (1975), there is a locus of stress ratios, shown in Figure 2.3 which defines the transition from contractive to dilative behaviour. Soil density is decisive for the undrained response of sand, as loose sand will experience contractive behaviour and dense sand will tend to dilate (Manzari and Dafalias, 1997). It should be mentioned here that often dense sands show initially a contractive behaviour (Luong, 1982; De Gennaro, 2004).
Figure 2.3: Representation of Phase Transformation Line in q-p space.

Regarding the cyclic loading conditions, in Randolph and Gouvernec (2011) four different modes can be distinguished:

- Two way cyclic loading: Shear stress takes positive and negative values.
- One way cyclic loading: Shear stress does not change in sign.
- Symmetric cyclic loading: Specific case of two way loading; average shear stress is zero.
- Asymmetric cyclic loading: Cyclic loading is applied at a non-zero initial shear stress.

These modes are illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Possible cyclic loading conditions
According to De Gennaro et al. (2004), the most critical loading among the above is the two way loading, because of the high strain and pore water pressure accumulation rate.

The most important factors that affect the sand behaviour as it can be observed in various experimental studies (Mao and Fahey 2000; Towhata, 2008; Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis, 2016; Randolph and Gouvernec, 2011) are relative density, cyclic amplitude and mean pressure. It has been already written that relative density affects the mode of failure. The response of sand is also affected by initial mean pressure combined with the cyclic amplitude, as expressed by the ratio $q_\text{amp}/p_0$. For example, from results of Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis it can be seen that greater values of this ratio will give less number of cycles until initial liquefaction. If this ratio is kept constant and initial mean pressure is increased, then the number of cycles will be increased significantly. Another influential factor of sand behaviour is the average stress. It is confirmed that when cyclic loading is symmetric the development of axial strain and pore pressure is quicker (De Gennaro, 2004, Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis, 2016).

### 2.1.2 Cyclic contour diagrams

The concept of contour diagrams was first presented by Andersen et al. (1988) and Andersen and Lauritzen (1988) and they have been used in practice for many years now. The contour diagrams are derived either by undrained triaxial tests or Direct Simple Shear (DSS) tests (Sturm et al., 2012). In Figure 2.5 an example of such a diagram is presented. On the main axes of this diagram the normalized average and cyclic stress and the number of loading cycles. The contour lines that are approximately parallel to the vertical axis refer to average shear strain, while the other lines refer to cyclic strain. In the introduction, the strategy to construct such a diagram has been presented. When contour diagram refers to clay, the shear stresses (cyclic or average) are normalized to the undrained static shear strength. On the other hand, for sand it is common to normalize the shear stresses to the vertical effective normal stress.

Pore pressure contour diagrams can also be established, in the same manner as the corresponding strain diagrams. In Figure 2.6 a typical example of this type is provided.
Cyclic contour diagrams is a practical tool which can be used by foundation designers of offshore projects during a feasibility study when there is not enough data available. Of course, they cannot substitute the site specific tests, but they can reduce their number and therefore contribute to the decrease of the final cost of an offshore structure. Another important remark is that these diagrams can be constructed using tests with constant shear stresses. However, real load histories will be irregular. This can be solved by transforming real load histories into equivalent number of cycles with constant shear stress. For example, Andersen (2015) discusses an example of such a transform.
2.2 MODELING UNDRAINED SAND BEHAVIOUR

In this section the available models for sand, which are relevant to this thesis, are presented. Two main categories are presented here; the empirical and the constitutive models. There is also the category of discrete element models, but the characteristics and limitations of this technique were not suitable for this project.

2.2.1 Empirical modeling

Usually empirical equations for sand focus on the pore pressure buildup. This is expressed through the pore pressure ratio \( r_u \), which is defined as the ratio between the residual excess pore pressure to the initial effective confinement stress \( r_u = u_p / p_0 \). There is a vast number of models that correlate parameters from CPT and SPT tests or earthquake magnitude with the development of excess pore pressure (Rauch, 1998 from Youd, 2001, Robertson and Wride, 1998, Andrus and Stokoe, 1997, 2000 among others). However, the interest of the current thesis lies into models that predict the liquefaction potential of sand based only on Stress Ratio (SR), which is defined as the ratio between the average shear stress to the initial confinement stress \( SR = \tau_{av} / \sigma_0 \). The majority of the models predict pore pressure buildup as a function of the cycle ratio, i.e. the ratio between the number of the applied uniform loading cycles (N) and the number of cycles required to cause liquefaction (N_l). This is considered as an important drawback of these models, since the results will not be representative of the real soil behaviour. For example, if sand will not liquefy these equations cannot be applied. This implies an additional problem of empirical models, which is the limited loading conditions where they can be applied. One of the earliest models of this type was developed by Seed et al. (1975), using data from tests on clean sands:

\[
r_u = 0.5 + \frac{1}{\pi} \arcsin\left(2 \left(\frac{N}{N_l}\right)^{1/2} \cdot 1\right)
\]

(2.1)

where \( \alpha \) is a fitting parameter.

Booker et al. (1976) proposed a simplified version of Seed’s model:

\[
r_u = \frac{2}{\pi} \arcsin\left(\frac{N}{N_l}\right)^{1/2} \alpha
\]

(2.2)

The equations 2.1 and 2.2 are identical in shape, so both will be denoted as Seed model in this thesis.

Polito et al. (2008) presented a correlation for the calculation of \( \alpha \), which is dependent on the fines content, relative density and cyclic stress ratio:

\[
\alpha = c_1 FC + c_2 I_{d0} + c_3 SR + c_4
\]

(2.3)
In equation 2.3 the parameters $c_1 - c_4$ are coefficients that come after statistical analysis of many cyclic triaxial tests, while FC is the fines content (in percent), $I_D0$ the relative density (also in percent) and SR the stress ratio. The coefficients have two different possible values each; one value for FC less than 35% and another for FC greater than 35%.

Green et al. (2000) developed the GMP model, which relates the pore pressure ratio with the energy dissipated per unit volume of soil ($W_s$), which for undrained triaxial tests is the area of the stress-strain hysteresis loops as it is shown in Figure 2.7. The mathematical expression of this model is the following:

$$r_s = \sqrt{\frac{W_s}{PEC}} \leq 1 \quad (2.4)$$

The term PEC is called “pseudoenergy” capacity and is calculated from:

$$PEC = \frac{W_{s,r_s=0.65}}{0.4225} \quad (2.5)$$

where $W_{s,r_s=0.65}$ is the value of $W_s$ when $r_s$ becomes 0.65. Polito et al. (2008) gave correlation for PEC, which was not used in this thesis, though.

![Figure 2.7: Dissipated energy per unit volume of soil (from Green et al., 2001)](image_url)

The first model which predicted the number of cycles to liquefaction as a function of stress ratio only, was developed by Ivšić (2006). In this model the concept of
damage parameter was used, which was first presented by Finn and Bhatia (1982). Damage parameter contains parameters that describe the strain or stress history and for stress controlled tests is given by equation 2.6:

\[ \kappa = 4N(SR - SR_r)^\alpha \]  

(2.6)

where \( SR_r \) is the stress ratio below which no excess pore pressure is generated and \( \alpha \) is a fitting parameter. Polito et al. (2008) mention that it is common to estimate the SR needed to cause liquefaction in 15 cycles (\( SR_r \) in equation 2.7) and correlate the number of equivalent cycles for the actual applied SR. As a result, Ivšić can be expressed as it is shown in equation 2.7:

\[ \frac{(SR - SR_r)}{(SR - SR_r)} = \left( \frac{15}{N} \right) ^ \frac{1}{\alpha} \]  

(2.7)

Using equations 2.6 and 2.7 it is possible to calculate the maximum value for the damage parameter at liquefaction.

\[ \kappa_L = 60(SR - SR_r)^\alpha \]  

(2.8)

Chiaradonna et al. (2015) proposed the PWP model to estimate the pore pressure build up as a function of the damage parameter.

\[ r_a = a \left( \frac{\kappa}{\kappa_L} \right)^b + c \left( \frac{\kappa}{\kappa_L} \right)^d \]  

(2.9)

where \( a, b \) and \( c \) are fitting parameters.

### 2.2.2 Constitutive modeling

Constitutive models offer researchers an opportunity to link the experimentally observed behaviour of sands with equations which have proper physical meaning. The need for accuracy as well as the complexity of soil behaviour often leads to complex models with a big number of parameters which sometimes may not have proper physical meaning. The "four ingredients" framework (Muir Wood, 2004) can provide a possible solution to overcome this problem. These ingredients are summarized as follows:

- **Elastic properties:** The elastic properties describe the elastic behaviour of soil, i.e. when the deformations are recoverable and the strain increment is proportional to the stress increment. Elastic stiffness of sand depends on the stress state and void ratio.
- **Yield criterion:** The yield surface distinguishes the elastic from the plastic state, i.e. if yield criterion is not met, only elastic deformations are being
developed. A possible example of the yield surface is shown in Figure 2.8, while mathematically it is expressed as:

\[ f(\sigma) = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

Figure 2.8: Representation of the yield surface in the stress space.

- Flow rule: Once the stress state satisfies equation 2.10 plastic deformations will occur. The development of these deformations is determined with the flow rule, which has the following mathematical expression:

\[ d\epsilon_{pl} = d\lambda \frac{dg}{d\sigma} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

where \( d\lambda \) is a positive scalar and \( g \) is the plastic potential, that may or may not be the same as the yield surface. The flow rule is then called associated and non-associated respectively.

- Hardening rule: The hardening rule links the non-linear stress-strain response with a possible translation (kinematic hardening) or expansion (isotropic hardening) of the yield surface. The graphical representation of these two is shown in Figure 2.9.
2.2.2.1 Bounding surface plasticity models

Bounding surface theory is a widely adopted theory that describes both metal and soil behaviour. Dafalias and Popov (1975) and Krieg (1975) were the first that developed it in parallel. This theory states that there is one surface that in the stress space always encloses the loading surface. The full mathematical development of this theory was done by Dafalias (1986).

Dafalias and Popov (1975) observed that distance between bounding and loading surface as well as the plastic work done by the material affect the plastic stiffness. Mroz et al. (1978) based on these conclusions linked the evolution of the plastic stiffness to the distance between the two surfaces. Finally, Bardet (1986) showed the influence of the Phase Transformation Line and, by extension, of the relative density, on the soil behaviour.

2.2.2.2 Critical state framework

Casagrande (1936; 1938) was the first that introduced the concept of a “critical” void ratio. Roscoe et al. (1958) developed the critical state theory, which is one basic component of the present model. The fundamental concept of this theory is that soil will reach a state, where “soil continues to deform at constant stress and constant void ratio” (Roscoe et al., 1958). The distance of a sand from this critical (or reference) state defines the current state of the sand. The measurement of this distance is possible by introducing the state parameter $\psi$ as defined by Been and Jefferies (1985):

$$\psi = e - e_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

Wood et al. (1994) related the peak stress ratio and the state parameter providing thus a solid basis, whereupon reliable constitutive models can be built. The concept
of the state parameter can provide solution to problems arising in models such as Bardet’s (1986) that treated loose and dense sands as different materials. In Figure 2.10 the concept of the state parameter is presented, in the e-ln(p) space. When initial void ratio is less than critical, soil is considered as dense (point a) and in undrained conditions (no change in volume, therefore no change in void ratio) it will first move at point a_d. This is done because of the initial contractive tendency, which causes development of positive pore water pressure and thus the effective stress (p) is reduced. Afterwards, soil will tend to dilate and point a will move to point a_c on the critical state line where it fails. Correspondingly, for a state looser than critical, point b will move to b_c where it fails. Often it can also reach b_d before turning back to b_c (Manzari and Dafalias, 1997).

![Figure 2.10: Illustration of the state parameter concept and the undrained path for sand denser than critical (point a) and looser than critical (point b).](image)

The state parameter was then implemented in various models. In this project only SANISAND (Manzari and Dafalias, 1997) is presented, since it is the basis for the new model. SANISAND is a two surface model, as it is shown in Figure 2.11. The yield surface is considered as an open wedge in the stress space. Plastic stiffness depends on the distance between the center of the yield surface and a conjugate point on the bounding surface. There are two additional surfaces that distinguish the contractive from the dilative tendency. More specifically, when stress ratio \( \eta = q / p \) is above a^d then dilation occurs, while if it is above M and at the same time \( \psi > 0 \) then soil contracts.
Dafalias and Manzari (2004) made some slight modifications to the original model. The main change was the addition of two parameters that accounts the fabric change in the soil during dilatancy. Finally, Taiebat and Dafalias (2008) presented a new yield surface in SANISAND which is not an open wedge but a cap surface as shown in Figure 2.12.

**2.2.2.3 Memory surface concept**

Despite the progress that has been made due to the implementation of the state parameter concept, simulation of cyclic loading conditions exhibits some serious problems, not only in terms of pore pressure buildup, but also of strain development.

Implementation of parameters that account for the stress history seems to be indispensable. This can be done by defining an additional surface in the stress space,
the so-called memory (or history) surface. Stallebrass and Taylor (1997) proposed first this additional surface, which was kinematic. Other similar models were developed by Jafarzadeh et al. (2008), Maleki et al. (2009) and Di Benedetto et al. (2014).

Corti (2016) unlike older models introduced a surface which can evolve in both size and position and combined it successfully with a bounding surface plasticity model for sand. Corti (2016) expressed two rules that describe the evolution of the memory surface:

- Rule 1: The current yield surface is always inside the memory surface, i.e. the yield surface is the minimum size of the memory surface.
- Rule 2: The memory surface changes in size because of the experienced plastic strains. More specifically, it expands when sand contracts and it decreases in size when sand dilates.
3. PERFORMANCE OF MODELS

In this chapter the performance of previous model is presented. The models are compared to experimental results from Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis (2016) in terms of pore pressure development. Three different tests were selected; one for loose, one for medium dense and one for dense samples. In chapter 5 more details about this database can be found.

3.1 EMPIRICAL MODELS

3.1.1 Seed model

The performance of Seed model is shown in figures Figure 3.1-Figure 3.3. The sand of these tests has practically zero FC and SR is also zero. So, equation 2.3 is reduced to $\alpha = c_2 I_{d0} + c_4$. In Table 1 the parameters used for Seed model are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loose sand</th>
<th>$I_{d0}$</th>
<th>$c_2$</th>
<th>$c_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medium dense sand</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.007397</td>
<td>0.5058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense sand</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1: Comparison of pore pressure development for loose sand between Seed model and experimental results. Testing conditions: Isotropic, $e_0=0.952$, $p_0=200$ kPa and $q_{ampl}/p_0=0.15$. 

Table 1: Parameters of Seed model

![Figure 3.1: Comparison of pore pressure development for loose sand between Seed model and experimental results. Testing conditions: Isotropic, $e_0=0.952$, $p_0=200$ kPa and $q_{ampl}/p_0=0.15$.](image)
Figure 3.2: Comparison of pore pressure development for medium dense sand between Seed model and experimental results. Testing conditions: Isotropic, $e_0=0.821$, $p_0=100$ kPa and $q_{ampl}/p_0=0.20$.

Figure 3.3: Comparison of pore pressure development for dense sand between Seed model and experimental results. Testing conditions: Isotropic, $e_0=0.744$, $p_0=300$ kPa and $q_{ampl}/p_0=0.30$.

As it can be seen in the previous figures the performance of the Seed model is satisfactory. However, the drawback of this model is that it cannot be used for coupled dynamic numerical analysis (Polito et al., 2008), because number of cycles to liquefaction is defined a priori (Park et al., 2014). Also, this model, as well as the other empirical models presented in this chapter, cannot be used for cases where the mean effective pressure does not reach zero (i.e. no liquefaction present). Finally, the use of cycle ratio ($N/N_f$) is questionable, since it does not reproduce the real soil behaviour. This will be explained better in section 3.2.

3.1.2 GMP model
In Figures Figure 3.4-Figure 3.6 the performance of GMP model is shown. In order to compare straightforward this model with Seed model, cycle ratio is selected as the x-
axis. However, more often ratio \( \frac{W_s}{W_{sq}} \) is used. The performance of GMP model seems to be better than Seed model. The advantage over Seed model is that it can be used in time-domain analysis program (Park et al., 2015). However, GMP model is also impossible to use for cases where there is no liquefaction. Furthermore, Park et al. (2014) note that it cannot be used to simulate dense sand with strong dilative tendency.

![Comparison of pore pressure development for loose sand between GMP model and experimental results. Testing conditions: Isotropic, \( \varepsilon_0=0.952 \), \( p_0=200 \) kPa and \( \frac{q_{ampl}}{p_0}=0.15 \).](image1)

![Comparison of pore pressure development for medium dense sand between GMP model and experimental results. Testing conditions: Isotropic, \( \varepsilon_0=0.821 \), \( p_0=100 \) kPa and \( \frac{q_{ampl}}{p_0}=0.20 \).](image2)
3.1.2 Ivcic – PWP model

In Figure 3.7 the results of Ivcic model are provided. It was especially convenient that there were available test results for cases of 15 cycles, so equation 2.7 was used

\[ \frac{(SR - SR)}{(SR - SR_0)} = \left(\frac{15}{N}\right)^{x} \]

The parameters of this model are given in Table 2. It can be observed that the parameters are material dependent, since they have higher values for denser sands.

Table 2: Parameters of Ivcic model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density</th>
<th>SR_t</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>SR_r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium dense</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding PWP model, it was possible to use only one set of parameters for all tests. The calibrated values can be found in Table 3.

Table 3: Parameters of PWP model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figures Figure 3.8-Figure 3.10 the performance of PWP is shown.

Figure 3.8: Comparison of pore pressure development for loose sand between GMP model and experimental results. Testing conditions: Isotropic, $e_0=0.952$, $p_0=200$ kPa and $q_{amp}/p_0=0.15$.

Figure 3.9: Comparison of pore pressure development for medium dense sand between PWP model and experimental results. Testing conditions: Isotropic, $e_0=0.821$, $p_0=100$ kPa and $q_{amp}/p_0=0.20$. 
Figure 3.10: Comparison of pore pressure development for dense sand between GMP model and experimental results. Testing conditions: Isotropic, $e_0=0.744$, $p_0=300$ kPa and $q_{\text{amp}}/p_0=0.30$.

3.2 SANISAND

The complete mathematical formulation of Sanisand is not given in this thesis. However, the equations are similar to those of the new model, except for some modifications that account for the influence of the memory surface. The monotonic parameters were the same as the new model and their values are shown in the 5th chapter. Regarding the cyclic parameters of this model (they refer to fabric changes of sand), it was found that their influence on the final results was not important.

The performance of SANISAND is provided in Figures Figure 3.11-Figure 3.13. It is apparent that high-cyclic loading cannot be simulated realistically with this model. More specifically, it seems that SANISAND will always fail after 10 cycles or less. Also, butterfly shape will always be produced even though loose samples do not show this behaviour.

Figure 3.11: Comparison of SANISAND model to the experimental results for loose sand. Testing conditions: Isotropic, $e_0=0.956$, $p_0=200$ kPa and $q_{\text{amp}}/p_0=0.15$. 
In section 3.1.1 it was stated that use of cycle ratio is questionable. This is justified by Figures 3.14 and 3.15. In these figures it is shown that even though SANISAND predicts much less cycles than the actual number of cycles to liquefaction, if cycle ratio is used, this model gives satisfactory results.
Figure 3.14: Pore pressure buildup vs. number of cycles of SANISAND model compared to the experimental results for the sand in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.15: Pore pressure buildup vs. cycle ratio of SANISAND model compared to the experimental results for the sand in Figure 3.11.
4. THREE-SURFACE PLASTICITY MODELING

In this chapter the new model which was calibrated and used for the construction of cyclic contour diagrams, will be presented. The second order tensors are written in bold. The stress and strain tensors are denoted as $\sigma$ and $\varepsilon$ respectively. Both tensors comprise by two parts; the deviatoric and isotropic. The model has three surfaces in multi-axial space; the yield, bounding and memory surface. Also there are two more surfaces the dilatancy and critical surface which distinguish the dilative and contractive behaviour of sand. The complete mathematical formulation of the model can be found in Liu et al. (2018).

4.1 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

4.1.1 Elastic relations

The elastic behaviour of sand is described through hypoelasticity equations. More specifically, the elastic strain and the volumetric strain increment are given from equations 4.1 and 4.2:

\[
d\varepsilon^e = ds / 2G \tag{4.1}
\]

\[
d\varepsilon^e_v = dp / K \tag{4.2}
\]

In equation 4.1 $\varepsilon^e$ is the deviatoric strain tensor and $s$ the corresponding stress tensor. The terms $\varepsilon^e_v$ (volumetric strain) and $p$ in 4.2 are the isotropic parts of strain and stress tensors. $G$ and $K$ are the elastic shear modulus and the elastic bulk modulus respectively. The calculation of the moduli is done after Li and Dafalias (2000):

\[
G = G_0 p_{atm} \left[ \frac{(2.97 - e)^2}{1+e} \right] \left( \frac{p}{p_{atm}} \right)^{0.5} \tag{4.3}
\]

\[
K = \frac{2G(1+\nu)}{3(1-2\nu)} \tag{4.4}
\]

where $G_0$ is a material constant, $e$ the void ratio, $p$ the current stress level, $p_{atm}$ the atmospheric pressure, and $\nu$ the Poisson's ratio.
4.1.2 Yield criterion
The yield criterion of the model is given from equation 4.5, which in the multi-axial space is a cone shape.

\[ f = \sqrt{(s - p\alpha) : (s - p\alpha)} - \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} pm = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

The center of the yield surface is the \( \alpha \) term of equation 4.5 and it is also found in the literature as the back-stress ratio tensor. The radius of the surface is \( \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} m \).

This surface is characterized by kinematic hardening, thus only \( \alpha \) changes and \( m \) is constant. The symbol \( : \) between two stress tensors denotes the trace of their inner product, i.e. \( a : b = tr(ab) \). It is often that in equation 4.5 instead of \( s \) and \( p \), deviatoric stress ratio tensor is used: \( r = s / p \), which represents the current stress state and it lies on the yield surface.

4.1.2.1 Other surfaces
Memory surface
The shape of memory surface is the same as the yield surface, as it can be observed by equation 4.6:

\[ f^M = \sqrt{(s - p\alpha^M) : (s - p\alpha^M)} - \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} pm^M = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

The superscript of \( \alpha^M \) and \( m^M \) indicate that these parameters refer to the memory surface.

Bounding, critical and dilatancy surface
The critical state framework is incorporated as defined by Schofield and Wroth (1968) with \( M \) being the critical stress ratio \( (M = q_c / p_c) \) and \( q, p \) are the deviatoric and mean pressure at critical state, respectively. The void ratio at critical state is defined in the following equation (Wang et al., 1990):

\[ e_c = e_0 - \lambda_c \left( \frac{p_c}{p_{atm}} \right) \xi \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

In equation 4.7 \( e_0 \) is the reference void ratio or else the void ratio when \( p_c = 0 \), while \( \lambda_c \) and \( \xi \) are parameters of the model.

The bounding, critical and dilatancy surfaces have the same Argyris shape (Argyris et al., 1974) and they are given by:
The term $g(\theta, c)$ is given by:

$$g(\theta, c) = \frac{2c}{(1 + c) - (1 - c)\cos 3\theta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

where $c = M_e / M_c$, i.e. the ratio of critical stress ratio in extension ($M_e$) and compression ($M_c$). The $\theta$ is the Lode angle, while $n = \frac{r - a}{\sqrt{2/3}}$ and it satisfies the relations $trn = 0$ and $trn^2 = 1$. Finally, $M^b$ and $M^d$ are given by

$$M^b = Me^{n^b\psi}$$
$$M^d = Me^{-n^d\psi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

where $n^b$ and $n^d$ are model constants. The main surfaces of the model are shown in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1: The model surfaces (from Liu et al., 2018).](image)

**4.1.3 Flow rule**

As it has already been mentioned, flow rule describes the development of plastic strains, which in this model the definition of Manzari and Dafalias (1997) is used. The plastic volumetric strain increment is defined as:

$$d\varepsilon^p_v = \langle L \rangle D$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)
$L$ is the plastic multiplier, depended on the plastic modulus, and $D$ is the dilatancy coefficient in multi-axial space and is given by

$$D = A_d (r^d - r) : n$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)$$

In the previous equation the difference $r^d - r$ represents the distance between yield surface and dilatancy surface. The memory surface is also taken into account in the dilatancy coefficient though $A_d$:

$$A_d = A_d exp \left( \beta \left( \frac{\tilde{b}_d^M}{b_{ref}} \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.13)$$

where $\beta$ is a model constant and $\tilde{b}_d^M$ is the distance between memory and dilatancy surface. The adjustment of the flow rule described above is demonstrated in Figure 4.2.

![Figure 4.2: Defined distance for dilatancy coefficient (from Liu et al., 2018).](image)

### 4.1.4 Yield surface evolution

The translation of the yield surface is given by

$$d\alpha = \frac{2}{3} \langle L \rangle h (r^b - r)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.14)$$

The response of the sand is determined by the value of plastic modulus:

$$K_p = \frac{2}{3} ph (r^b - r) : n$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.15)$$
If \( K_p \) is >0, =0 or <0 then sand exhibits hardening, failure or softening response respectively.

The hardening modulus \( h \) of the previous equation is the hardening modulus and it is calculated as

\[
h = \frac{b_0}{(r - r_m) \cdot n} e^{\mu(p) \left( \frac{h^M}{b_{ref}} \right)^2}
\]  

(4.16)

Where

\[
b_0 = G_0 h_0 (1 - c_e e)(\frac{p}{p_{at}})^{0.5}
\]  

(4.17)

\[
\mu(p) = \mu_0 \left( \frac{p}{p_{at}} \right)^{0.5}
\]  

(4.18)

and \( b_{ref} \) is a reference distance for normalization. The influence of the memory surface on the hardening modulus is realized with the last equation where \( \mu_0 \) is a model constant and \( \mu(p) \) is considered as confining pressure dependent.

### 4.1.5 Memory surface evolution

#### 4.1.5.1 Translation of memory surface

Translation of the memory surface is described by an equation similar to the corresponding equation of the yield surface:

\[
d\alpha^M = \frac{2}{3} \langle L^M \rangle h^M (r^b - r^M)
\]  

(4.19)

#### 4.1.5.2 Change of size of memory surface

The size of the memory surface changes according to the following equation:

\[
dm^M = \sqrt{\frac{3}{2}} n \cdot \alpha^M - \frac{m^M}{\xi} \left( \frac{x_1 + x_2}{x_3} \right) (-d \varepsilon^{p}_c)
\]  

(4.20)

When soil experiences dilative behaviour, soil behaves softer, thus it is reasonable to assume that memory surface will contract in this case, in order to indicate the fabric damage and memory loss. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Correspondingly, when soil contracts, its fabric becomes stronger and memory surface expands. This expansion is described mathematically by equation 4.20 and more specifically with the first part. It is represented in Figure 4.4.
4.2 CALIBRATION OF PARAMETERS

From the previous chapter it can be concluded that the total number of parameters is 16, i.e. only one additional from the SANISAND as defined in Manzari and Dafalias (2004) and four additional from Corti (2016). In Table 4 all parameters are presented, as well as the recommended calibration strategy.

Table 4 Model parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Calibration method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elasticity</td>
<td>$G_0$</td>
<td>Shear modulus $G$ at $p=p_{atm}$</td>
<td>Stress-strain curve from monotonic triaxial drained or undrained test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical state</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Critical stress ratio at compression</td>
<td>Monotonic triaxial tests that reach critical state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>Ratio of stress ratios in extension and compression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_c$</td>
<td>Slope of critical state line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$e_0$</td>
<td>Critical void ratio when $p=0$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi$</td>
<td>Model constant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield surface</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Radius of yield surface</td>
<td>Small number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic modulus</td>
<td>$h_0$</td>
<td>Model constant</td>
<td>Trial and error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_h$</td>
<td>Model constant</td>
<td>Trial and error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n^b$</td>
<td>Kinematic hardening parameter to determine bounding surface size</td>
<td>Monotonic drained and undrained tests to get peak $\psi$ and $\eta$ and then use equation 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilatancy</td>
<td>$A_0$</td>
<td>Dilatancy parameter</td>
<td>Trial and error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n^d$</td>
<td>Dilatancy parameter to determine size of dilatancy surface</td>
<td>Monotonic drained and undrained tests to get $\psi$ and $\eta$ at phase transformation state and then use equation 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory surface</td>
<td>$\mu_0$</td>
<td>Influence of memory surface on plastic modulus and plastic strain</td>
<td>Trial and error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\zeta$</td>
<td>Constant that reflects fabric damage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Constant related to volumetric strain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. RESULTS

In this chapter the performance of a new multiple-surface plasticity model is provided. First, the database that was used is presented. Afterwards, the performance of the model for monotonic and cyclic tests is given. Finally, the cyclic contour diagrams that have been produced are presented.

5.1 EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

The new model was validated against triaxial test results from Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis (2016) for sand. In this database there are monotonic drained and undrained compression tests for sand of different relative density. Also, there are some undrained extension tests. In addition, cyclic tests are provided, for cases of zero and non-zero average shear stress. It has to be noted that for triaxial tests, deviatoric stress (i.e. difference of two normal stresses) plays the role of shear stress. In Table 5 the experimental results that will be presented in this chapter are given.

Table 5: Tests used for validation of new model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>$e_0$ [-]</th>
<th>$I_0$ [-]</th>
<th>$p_0$ [kPa]</th>
<th>$q_{ampl}$ [kPa]</th>
<th>$\eta_0$ [-]</th>
<th>$N_{ini}$ [-]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monotonic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMD2</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMD8</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMD24</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMU1</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMU2</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMU7</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMU11</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMU-AP2</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMU-AP3</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cyclic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU11</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU17</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU12</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU17</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU122</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUA2</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUA3</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUA4</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUA19</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TMD stands for Triaxial Monotonic Drained tests
TMU stands for Triaxial Monotonic Undrained tests
TMU-AP stands for Triaxial Monotonic Undrained Air Pluviation tests
TCUI stands for Triaxial Cyclic Undrained Isotropic tests
TCUA stands for Triaxial Cyclic Undrained Anisotropic tests
5.2 MONOTONIC PERFORMANCE

The monotonic performance of the new model is the same as SANISAND. However, it was necessary to calibrate the parameters according to the monotonic tests of Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis (2016), in order to proceed to the cyclic tests of this specific type of sand (Karlsruhe fine sand). The recommended set of parameters is given in Table 6. These values can be considered as reliable, since Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis (2016) provide all the relevant variables needed to calculate most parameters. Therefore, it was possible to calibrate only three parameters using the trial and error method and thus the time of the calibration can be reduced significantly.

Table 6 Proposed values of monotonic parameters

| G₀ (kPa) | ν   | M   | c   | λc   | e₀   | ξ   | m   | h₀   | c₀   | nᵇ  | A₀  | nᵈ  |
|---------|-----|-----|-----|------|------|-----|-----|-----|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 95      | 0.05| 1.35| 0.85| 0.056| 1.038| 0.28| 0.01| 7.6 | 1.015| 1.2 | 0.56| 2.15|

The calibration was first done using the undrained monotonic tests of the available data set. The results for some tests are shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. The results can be considered satisfactory.

Figure 5.1: Performance of new model (red line) vs. experimental results (black line) for TMU1.

Figure 5.2: Performance of new model (red line) vs. experimental results (black line) for TMU2.
In Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 it can be observed that in q-p diagram, the inclination of the line does not coincide with the experimental data. This inclination is controlled from parameter M, which in this case should be smaller. However, this difference is explained since the strains in this case are smaller than Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, where it is clear that M is calibrated correctly.

![Figure 5.3: Performance of new model (red line) vs. experimental results (black line) for TMU-AP2.](image)

![Figure 5.4: Performance of new model (red line) vs. experimental results (black line) for TMU-AP3.](image)

In the same database there are also some extension tests included. However, the model cannot reproduce them satisfactorily as it can be seen in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. A possible reason for this behaviour could be the shape of the bounding surface is smaller for the extension part.
Furthermore, it was considered useful to validate the model for drained monotonic tests of Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis (2016). The results are shown in Figures 5.7 to 5.9. It can be observed that the overall performance of the model is very good and only the contractive behaviour of loose samples cannot be reproduced accurately. However, it is safe to conclude that the model and the proposed values of the parameters are acceptable.
5.3 CYCLIC PERFORMANCE OF THE MODEL

5.3.1 Tests with symmetric loading
After the calibration of the monotonic parameters, the cyclic parameters could now be calibrated using cyclic tests from Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis (2016). The performance of the new model is shown in figures Figure 5.10-Figure 5.12 and it is apparent that stress path can be captured very satisfactory.
It can be seen that unlike Sanisand, new model is able to capture the fact that there is no “butterfly” shape towards the end of the test for loose sands. Another important remark is that TCU11 originally reaches zero effective mean stress because the experiment was stopped, after the failure criterion was fulfilled ($|\varepsilon_1|=10\%$). This was achieved after effective stress path crossing the failure line apparently.

The performance of the model is not as good in terms of strain development, especially for denser samples and after the initial liquefaction as it can be seen in Figures Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.13: Stress-strain response of loose sand (TCUI1). Red line refers to the new model and black line to the experimental results.

Figure 5.14: Stress-strain response of medium dense sand (TCUI7). Red line refers to the new model and black line to the experimental results.

The previous results were produced with a different set of parameters for each test, except for loose samples which were simulated with a single set of parameters. More specifically, $\mu_0$ was the parameter that needed modification. In Table 7 the best-fit values of $\mu_0$ are given.

Table 7: Optimum values of $\mu_0$ for each test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>e₀ [-]</th>
<th>I₀₀ [-]</th>
<th>p₀’ [kPa]</th>
<th>q ampl /p₀’ [kPa]</th>
<th>N ini [-]</th>
<th>$\mu_0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUI1</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>82.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUI5</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>82.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUI6</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>82.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium dense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUI7</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUI8</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>156.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUI9</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUI11</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>119.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUI12</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUI14</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>113.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUI15</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the previous table it can be seen that for medium dense sand $\mu_0$ is lower for higher ratio $q^{\text{ampl}}/p_0$, which is the amplitude of loading. For dense sand in three cases, which have the same $q^{\text{ampl}}/p_0$, $\mu_0$ is approximately the same. This is also the case for loose sand. It seems that there is not a dependence of $\mu_0$ on the relative density, since it does not increase (or decrease) for denser sand.

However, it is more convenient to have only one set, at least for a given density state of sand (loose, medium dense and dense). The proposed parameter sets are given in Table 8 and the values of $\mu_0$ are the average values of the best-fit values. In the appendix the optimal values of $\mu_0$ for each case will be given.

Table 8: Cyclic parameters for different density states of sand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Loose</th>
<th>Medium dense</th>
<th>Dense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_0$</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta$</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figures Figure 5.15-Figure 5.17 the accumulated pore pressure is shown for the optimal and average values of $\mu_0$, except those of loose samples for which the average and optimal $\mu_0$ are identical.

Figure 5.15: Pore water pressure accumulation for TCUI12. Optimal value of $\mu_0$ =92.
It can be observed that when $\mu_0$ is higher than the optimum value, the number of cycles to liquefaction is increased.

### 5.3.2 Tests with asymmetric loading

The previous tests refer to tests of isotropic consolidation or, else, symmetric loading. However, in most cases the consolidation of soil is anisotropic and the loading is not around zero average shear stress. In this case a different set of parameters is required in order to simulate sand behaviour. More specifically, $\zeta$ and $\beta$ are very different from the case of symmetric loading as it can be seen in Table 10.

As before, first the best fit values will be given for each test in Table 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>$e_0$ [-]</th>
<th>$I_0$ [-]</th>
<th>$p_0'$ [kPa]</th>
<th>$q_{ampl}/p_0'$ [kPa]</th>
<th>$\eta_0$ [-]</th>
<th>$\mu_0$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCUA2</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>113.6</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUA3</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCUA4</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For this type of tests, there is no clear dependence of the parameters on a property of sand or loading conditions. There seems to be an increase of $\mu_0$ for higher relative densities, but there are not enough tests to confirm this. However in this case the parameters are not very different for each test. Furthermore, in the tests that are shown in next figures, as well as in the Appendix, the average parameters do not affect the response of the model. This happens due to the different nature of these tests, which are not characterized by the number of cycles to liquefaction, but from the final level of permanent pore pressure, which is constant after a few cycles. The average set of parameters is given in Table 10. The results refer only to medium dense sand, because the majority of samples in the data base are of this density.

Table 10: Parameters for tests of anisotropic consolidation (medium dense sand).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_0$</td>
<td>113.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of the model for asymmetric loading is shown in Figure 5.18. The stress path in this case is produced with the average parameters and it can be seen that the results are very accurate. This is illustrated in Figure 5.19 where the final level of accumulated pore water pressure is not influenced as much as in the case of isotropic tests. The only difference between average and optimal values is that the final level of pore pressure is reached after a higher number of loading cycles.

![Figure 5.18: Stress path for TCUA4 (a) Experimental results, (b) New model.](image)
Figure 5.19: Pore water pressure accumulation for TCUA4. Optimal values: $\mu_0=100$, $\beta=26.5$.

Despite the fact that the new model is quite accurate regarding the pore pressure accumulation, the strain development is not satisfactory, which is common for the majority of the existing models. This is illustrated in Figure 5.20. A probable reason for this fault is the flow rule. It could be possible that a slightly different formulation of the dilatancy coefficient could solve this problem.

Figure 5.20: Stress-strain response for TCUA4 (a) Experimental results, (b) New model.

In Figure 5.21 the performance of the test for TCUA2 is shown and it can be seen that there are not optimal parameters for this test, since the average parameters were very close to the optimal values. Another interesting result is shown in Figure 5.22, which refers to dense sand. In this case the same set of parameters is used as before, so it would be reasonable to use only one set of parameters at least for cases with asymmetric loading.
In section 5.2 it was shown that the behaviour of the model for extension monotonic tests is not the optimum. Surprisingly, this is not the case for the cyclic loading, which is simulated accurately as it can be seen in Figures Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24.

Figure 5.21: Pore water pressure accumulation for TCUA2.

Figure 5.22: Pore water pressure accumulation for TCUA3. Optimal values: $\mu_0=350, \beta=19$.

Figure 5.23: Stress path for TCUA19 (a) Experimental results, (b) New model.
5.3.3 Influence of cyclic parameters
The influence of memory surface parameters on the accumulation of pore pressure is useful, in order to understand the model and provide advices for future researchers, who want to calibrate the model for other types of sand. The tests selected to test their response are TCUI12 and TCUA4, which both refer to medium dense sand. It can be observed from Figures 5.25, 5.27, -5.29 that $\mu_0$ and $\beta$ have the biggest influence on either the number of cycles to liquefaction or the final level of pore pressure. On the other hand $\zeta$ does not affect the final results significantly (Figure 5.26). The tests for different $\zeta$ for TCUA4 are not included, since pore pressure is identical for all cases. In this case $\zeta$ ranged from 1.0 to 50.0.
Figure 5.26: Influence of $\zeta$ on TCUI12.

Figure 5.27: Influence of $\beta$ on TCUI12.

Figure 5.28: Influence of $\mu_0$ on TCUA4.
5.3 CYCLIC CONTOUR DIAGRAMS

After the calibration of monotonic and cyclic parameters and the validation of the model for various loading conditions, cyclic contour diagrams can now be constructed. The fact that the new model is not accurate regarding the prediction of strain development, led to the choice of pore pressure contour diagrams. These diagrams will be presented in this section, as well as some corresponding diagrams of NGI, since they should not differ remarkably. In Figures 5.30 and 5.31 two pore pressure contour diagrams are given for different average shear stress.

Figure 5.30: Pore pressure contour diagram for medium dense sand. Results from triaxial results, $\tau_{av}/p_0=0$, $p_0=200$ kPa, without drained precycle.
The previous diagrams can be directly compared to the NGI diagrams. One example of such a diagram, for similar conditions Figures 5.30-5.31, is given in Figure 5.32.

Figure 5.31: Pore pressure contour diagram for medium dense sand. Results from triaxial results, $\tau_{av}/p_0'=0.3$, $p_0'=200$ kPa, without drained precycle.

Other two contour diagrams were produced for given number of cycles (10 and 100). In Figure 5.33 it can be seen that for a higher number of cycles, permanent pore pressure reaches a higher value.

Figure 5.32: Pore pressure contours for medium dense sand. Results from triaxial results, $\tau_{av}/p_0'=0.25$, $p_0'=250$ kPa (from Andersen, 2015).
There are also some corresponding diagrams in Andersen (2015). One example is given in Figure 5.34. It can be observed that the contour lines produced by the new model are not as smooth as in the NGI diagrams. A possible explanation is that in NGI diagrams the lines were developed after interpolations, while the new diagrams used over 60 tests to draw the contour lines. Of course, it is possible to smoothen the contour lines with more data points.

Figure 5.33: Pore pressure contours as a function of average and cyclic shear stresses for triaxial tests on medium dense sand. The upper figure refers to 10 loading cycles and the lower to 100 cycles.
Figure 5.34: Permanent pore pressure for given number of cycles. Triaxial tests on medium dense sand (from Andersen, 2015).
6. CONCLUSIONS-RECOMMENDATIONS

In the previous pages the validation of a new constitutive model was presented. In this chapter, the advantages of the model will be discussed, as well as the limitations, which will lead to some recommendations for future research.

6.1 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The model presented in this thesis is a constitutive model that combines bounding surface plasticity theory and an additional surface, which tracks the stress history of soil; the memory surface. The thesis was focused on the validation of the model under undrained conditions that are often encountered in offshore practice. Undrained conditions were also indispensable in order to construct cyclic contour diagrams, which are often used in practice.

The first step towards the validation of the new model was firstly to find available data for a specific type of sand for high cyclic loading and it was extremely useful that Wichmann and Triantafyllidis (2016) have made available such a data base for sand. Besides that, they have included monotonic tests that made much easier and more valid the calibration of the model parameters. The conclusions that can be extracted after a careful observation of the results are the following:

- The monotonic behaviour of Sanisand and the new model is identical. This is one of the main reasons that it was selected to follow the formulation from Dafalias and Manzari (2004), since this model is well established for monotonic conditions, for a variety of sand types.
- The prediction for monotonic compression tests is satisfactory. In nearly all cases the stress path is captured very well and the stress-strain response, too. Only for loose samples and drained conditions it can be said that volumetric strain is a little over-predicted.
- The extension monotonic tests were not simulated as good as the compression ones, probably due to the shape of bounding surface.
- The number of cycles to liquefaction for isotropic tests can be controlled with using different values of $\mu_0$. It has been noticed that this parameter is probably affected by void ratio, confinement pressure and stress amplitude.
- After the initial liquefaction, the model cannot capture the development of strains, which take positive values.
- The stress path of anisotropic tests is well simulated from the model, in almost all cases. There are not enough tests though for loose samples.
- In reality, strain development during anisotropic tests stops after some loading cycles. However, this is not captured from the model.
- The cyclic extension tests are well simulated by the model.
The cyclic contour diagrams produced by this model can be compared to already established diagrams from NGI, at least qualitatively.

6.2 FUTURE RESEARCH

Despite the limitations discussed above the results are encouraging. The model can be used in order to predict the behaviour of a sand under a variety of loading conditions and relative densities. This can be done with calibrating the parameters with a limited number of lab tests. Also, foundation designers of offshore structures can use this model to construct contour diagrams without extensive laboratory or site-specific testing. As a result, the cost of such a structure can be reduced significantly without negotiating its integrity.

Some recommendations for future development of the model can be summarized as following:

- A slight modification of the bounding surface may allow better prediction of the extension tests.
- A possible modification of the flow rule in order to capture more accurately the stress-strain response.
- Modification of equation 4.18 to incorporate the influence of stress amplitude on $\mu_0$.
- The model was calibrated using stress-controlled tests. The tests for the contour diagrams were also done using stress-controlled tests. However, it can be useful to test the model for strain controlled tests, as well.
- Calibration of the model for other types of sand (e.g. Toyoura sand) or with higher fines content.
- It is useful to create cyclic contour diagrams for DSS tests, as well.
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